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ABOUT SLEEPBOX
Sleepbox is the global award winning capsule sleeping brand.  Sleepbox is a leading 
industry innovator, offering a unique, multi-layered strategy which has transformed 
the definition of hotels, whilst creating a unique experience within the global business, 
hospitality and travel platforms.

Our luxury brand of micro accommodation will aim to re-energise the weary and  
disenchanted guest by offering them an affordable and convenient solution when 
they most need it.

Sleepbox has a clearly defined brand; an icon of expressive contemporary design and 
boutique attention to detail, capturing a luxurious first class feel.

Our clearly defined strategy is laying a clear foundation for ongoing innovation within 
the aviation, travel and hospitality industries.
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Sleepbox Hotel - Moscow 
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RELAX, REST OR TAKE A NAP

Sleepbox Residence – A heightened experience 
at your finger tips. Designed for your comfort, it’s 
what makes the Sleepbox Residence an   
unforgettable experience. Sleepbox is here for 
you when you most need it.

PERFECT AMBIENCE

We’re constantly working to bring innovation 
directly to you. Sleepbox Residence brings  
together the specialist knowledge and expertise 
to bring you the latest in innovation. Simply a 
luxury, stylish product!

SLEEPBOX RESIDENCE
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Row of Classic Twins
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SLEEPBOX RESIDENCE SINGLE
Stretch out and enjoy the overly generous features of the  
Sleepbox Residence. Being one of our most popular designs, the 
Residence boasts a sumptuous and warm atmosphere in which to 
rejuvenate, relax and simply unwind.

You’ll be in awe of the 22” flat screen TV discreetly featured at the 
far end of the luxurious Sleepbox ‘signature’ bed. The work desk 
conveniently located enables you to respond to work  
commitments at any time, whilst the backlit vanity mirror  
emanates a glorious glow adding to an already warm and inviting 
environment.
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Classic Twin
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SLEEPBOX RESIDENCE SINGLE
PROUD TO BOAST

The Sleepbox Residence quickly transforms a a standard Sleepbox into 
a world of convenience.  With one touch you can quickly transform the 
Sleepbox into a self contained media centre with our latest state-of-the art 
technology.

FORGET THE WORLD OUTSIDE

Fitted as standard is the luxury 3 sided leather effect quilted headboard 
which  doubles up as a dayboard.  The soothing and complimentary 
neutral colours of brown and taupe give the Sleepbox Residence the most 
perfect ambience for guests staying in the Sleepbox Residence.

ALWAYS THE ATTENTION SEEKER

Attention to detail is critical. Our contemporary natural finish gives the  
Sleepbox Residence the perfect finishing touch.  We’ve designed and  
developed an exclusive range of materials and textures to give the  
Sleepbox Residence unlimited vanity.  Every aspect of the interior has 
been minutely scrutinised to ensure maximum comfort and luxury.
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Classic Twin units at the Moscow hotel
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CONSTRUCTION

> Eight piece soundproofed body
> Sizes: 2.3m/2.78m (H) x 1.6m/1.8m (D) x 2.5m (W)
> 1 window
> Door with mechanical lock and 3 keys
> Exhaust fan in the roof
> Air inlets under the bottom bed
> Durable floor carpet
> Adjustable height legs
> Single sleeping space with mattress

ELECTRICS

> Main illuminating lamps
> Reading lamps
> Bedside mains sockets
> Roof and floor electrical hatches

INTERIOR

> Desk station/Vanity Unit
> Cube style stool
> 1 x single sleeping space
> Electrical powered privacy blind(s)
> 1 x headboard with 2 scatter cushions
> Wall mounted vanity mirror
> Horizontal hanger for clothing
> Clothing hooks
> Luggage space under bed

MISCELLANEOUS

> Approx 1 Kw (220-230V 50 Hz is required  
for one unit (power converters available 
on request)

SLEEPBOX RESIDENCE SINGLE
Standard Features
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Classic Twin
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SLEEPBOX RESIDENCE DOUBLE
The Sleepbox Residence Double is designed for relaxed lounging or 
sleeping.  Proudly boasting a double bed, the Sleepbox Double is the 
largest in the Sleepbox family.

The 3 sided leather headboard, coupled with an array of contemporary 
finishes in neutral shades, only adds to the already relaxed and inviting 
atmosphere.

The Sleepbox Residence Double is perfect for a couple or small family 
travelling, or for business users who simply want that added space to 
rest and unwind.
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SLEEPBOX RESIDENCE DOUBLE

EXTRAORDINARY EXPERIENCE

The Sleepbox Residence Double with its curvaceous lines and imposing stance will 
certainly stand out from the crowd. It’s state of the art technology, coupled with it 
spacious interior offers an unforgettable experience.  All combined the Sleepbox 
Residence Double offers unmistakeable luxury and comfort.

LIGHTING THE WAY FORWARD

Fitted as standard is the 22” flatscreen TV operated at the touch of the button.  
Complimented by a luxury 3 sided leather effect quilted headboard and an array of 
stylish scatter cushions, the Sleepbox Residence Double is nothing but inviting.

The seamless blend of neutral colours of brown and taupe throughout give the 
Sleepbox Residence Double the most welcoming of environments.

ALWAYS THE ATTENTION SEEKER

Our contemporary natural finish gives the Sleepbox Residence the perfect finishing 
touch. Attention to detail is always at the forefront of our mind.

We’ve designed an exclusive range of materials and textures to give the Sleepbox 
Residence Double unlimited vanity.
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Classic Twin
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CONSTRUCTION

> Eight piece soundproofed body
> Size: 2.78m (H) x 2.5m (D) x 2.5m (W)
> 1 window
> Door with mechanical lock and 3 keys
> Exhaust fan in the roof
> Air inlets under the bottom bed
> Durable floor carpet
> Adjustable height legs
> Double sleeping space with mattress

ELECTRICS

> Main illuminating lamps
> Reading lamps
> Bedside mains sockets
> Roof and floor electrical hatches

INTERIOR

> Desk station/Vanity Unit
> Cube style stool
> Double bed
> Electrical powered privacy blind(s)
> 1 x headboard + 4 scatter cushions
> Wall mounted vanity mirror
> Horizontal hanger for clothing
> Clothing hooks
> Luggage space under bed

MISCELLANEOUS

> Approx 1 Kw (220-230V 50 Hz is required 
for one unit (power converters available on 
request)

SLEEPBOX RESIDENCE DOUBLE
Standard Feautures
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Sleepbox Hotel - Moscow
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SLEEPBOX RESIDENCE TWIN
Stretch out and enjoy the overly generous features of the  
Sleepbox Residence. Being our most popular design the  
Signature boasts a sumptuous and warm atmosphere to  
rejuvenate, relax and simply  unwind.

You’ll be in awe of the 22” flat screen TV discreetly featured at 
the far end of the sumptuous and luxurious Sleepbox bed. The 
work desk conveniently located, enables you to respond to work 
commitment at any time, whilst the backlit vanity mirror  
emanates a glorious glow adding to an already warm and 
inviting environment.
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Twin Sleepbox with door open
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DISTINCTIVE BY DESIGN

The Sleepbox Residence Twin often wins the popularity 
contest.  Distinctive by design with its curvaceous lines and 
imposing stance, the Sleepbox Residence Twin will certainly 
stand out from the crowd. It’s spacious interior and its array 
of technological features offers a memorable experience, 
without compromise. All combined the Sleepbox Residence 
Twin offers unmistakeable luxury and comfort.

TWO IS BETTER THAN ONE

The Sleepbox Residence Twin boasts a contemporary  
interior and comes with two Sleepbox ‘signature’ single beds 
as standard. The interior offers simplicity; quickly blending 
seamlessly into a luxurious environment.

SHOWING OFF

Our contemporary natural finish of neutral colours gives 
the Sleepbox Residence the perfect finishing touch. We’ve 
designed and developed an exclusive range of materials and 
textures to give the Sleepbox Residence undeniable vanity. 
Every aspect of the interior has been minutely scrutinised to 
ensure maximum comfort and luxury.

SLEEPBOX RESIDENCE TWIN
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Back of classic sleepbox
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CONSTRUCTION

> Eight piece soundproof body
> Sizes: 3.05m (H) x 1.6m/1.8m (D) x 2.5m (W)
> 2 windows
> Door with mechanical lock and 3 keys
> Exhaust fan in the roof
> Air inlets under the bottom bed
> Durable floor carpet
> Adjustable height legs
> 2 x single beds with mattresses

ELECTRICS

> Main illuminating lamps
> Reading lamps
> Bedside mains sockets
> Roof and floor electrical hatches

INTERIOR

> Workstation and stool
> Cube style stool
> 2 x single beds
> Electrical powered privacy blind(s)
> 2 x headboard + 4 scatter cushions
> Wall mounted vanity mirror
> Horizontal hanger for clothing
> Clothing hooks
> Luggage space under bed

MISCELLANEOUS 

> Approx 1 Kw (220-230V 50 Hz is required for one 
unit (power converters available on request)

SLEEPBOX RESIDENCE TWIN
Standard Features
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Sleepbox: Internal 
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CUSTOMISATION 

Choose your lock
> Biometric fingerprint systems
> Contact-less magnetic key
> Key cards
> Regular Key Locks

Designer headboards
> Leather style upholstered with  

studded detail*

> Leather effect rectangle/square  
quilted*

> Brushed cotton button style*

> Velvet embodied with Swarovski  
Crystals*

> Headboards are available in 
1 – 3 sides

Optional Features

(All areas which are marked with an * come standard with the Premier, Residence & Grand Sleepbox’s)

Brand your own…
> Individual colour scheme
> Corporate branding
> Variety of finishes

> Different sizes available 

Lighting
> Glowing numbers, LED backlight for 

box number

> System to show when box is vacant/in 
use

Heat control systems
> Air Conditioning

> Inflow fan (in addition to standard 
exhaust fan)
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Classic Twin
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General Enquiries

For general enquiries,
or to speak with one of our sales

representatives please call

Phone +44 (0) 1926 623063

FAX    +44 (0) 1564 711001

Our opening hours are:

                                           Mon   –   Fri
                                           9am   –   6pm   (GMT)

Email Support

General Enquiries           info@sleepbox.co.uk
Sales          sales@sleepbox.co.uk

Airport Division      airport@sleepbox.co.uk
      

Post

All letters will be responded to by 
our Customer Services Department:

                         Sleepbox Ltd
                         Innovation Centre

                         Warwick Technology Park
                         Warwick

                         CV34 6UW
                         United Kingdom



This brochure and its content is copyright of Sleepbox Ltd - © Sleepbox Ltd 2014.  All rights reserved.  Company registration no. 07869888 
registered in England and Wales.

Any redistribution or reproduction of part or all of the contents in any form is prohibited other than the following: 

* you may print or download to a local hard disk extracts for your personal and non-commercial use only 
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material.

You may not, except with our express written permission, distribute or commercially exploit the content.  Nor may you transmit it or store it 
in any other website or other form of electronic retrieval system.


